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HECB dissatisfied with SUS report
way of asking "how will you (the
SUS) respond" to decreased
enrollment and funding in each
institution.

by Jim Riccioli
Higher .
Education
The
Coordinating Board has announced
dissatisfaction with the State
University System's House File 2
report and the other postsecondary systems' reports, and
warned the legislature that the
responses are insufficient to meet
oncoming reduced demands in
higher education.

In developing a plan for
accommodating enrollment
decline, the universities will use
program review processes already
in place to provide the basis for
cost reduction decisions, according
to an SUB newsletter which
summarized the 25-page response.

Recently, the State University
Board approved the reports
prepared by the system's
institutions.
The reports were compiled to
develop a system response to
House File 2, which required the
SUS, the University of Minnesota,
the state's Community College
System and the Vocational
Education System to propose how
they will adjust facilities and
educational services to meet
reduced demand.
The Minnesota Legislature is
anticipating a reduced demand

elen opovich
resulting from expected declines in
enrollment and funding.
Included in the combined report
was an estimated decline of 2890
full-time students between 1983 to
1986 in the SUS.
According to Winona State
Acting President Helen Popovich,
House File 2 is the Legislature's

Popovich said that the "review
processes" include administration/
faculty meet and confer sessions
and other means by which the
university undergoes program
review.
The report also contained
speculation on how staff reductions
would be dealt with, stating that
attrition may be one answer to the
problem, according to the
newsletter.
If the two methods (the review
processes and staff reduction by
attrition) are not sufficient in
reducing costs, then programs will
be reduced, merged or eliminated
and staff laid off consistent with
each university's analysis of its
academic offerings and support
services, according to the
newsletter.
Popovich would not like to take
that route.
"Attrition is always preferable
over forced staff reduction," she
said. "Layoffs are not the first
choice."
Popovich said attrition could be
achieved through retirements,
resignations or other reasons, and
if enough do exist this way, lay-offs
won't be necessary.
The newsletter also said that
collaboration with other
institutions and systems will be
increased to offset reduced
resources.
Locally, Popovich said this could
involve Rochester Community
College.

Gymnastics Coach Steve Juaire and son Matthew take a few moments
rest.

"We already have lower level
classes from RCC and upper level
classes for WSU working
together," she said. "We will be
looking for increased cooperation
in the future, even with vocational
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institutions."
The SUS will also actively
pursue inter-institutional cost
containment often using new
technology, according to the
newsletter.
The principle mission of the
system, it said, will continue to be
the development of unique,
regional universities with a
commitment to a core of traditional
liberal arts and science programs
and with a strong emphasis on
business, accounting, computer
science and advanced technology.
The HECB did not view the SUS
report and two other sytems'
responses as .a comprehensive longrange view of the total system of
post-secondary education,
according to an HECB news
release.
"The responses to House File 2
provide little assurance that the

public systems will initiate the
changes necessary to maintain the
vitality of Minnesota postsecondary education," a recent
HECB report revealed.
The report warned of a severe
deteriorization of the quality of
education if the legislature takes
no action in 1983, or if it maintains
the status quo of the current state
commitment to the four postsecondary systems.
While the HECB did not rate the
systems' responses highly, it did
see some examples of creativity
and initiative in those responses,
the news release stated.
The release also stated that the
HECB report rated the
Community College response as
exceptional in that it did provide
some assurance that it will initiate
changes necessary to maintain
educational vitality.

$2 Activity fee
increase possible
by Mary Garvey
The Student Activity Fees
Committee proposed at last
Tuesday's meeting, an increase of
97 percent in the 1983-84 activity
fee fund.
According to the proposal, an
increase of $44,022 will go to the
Health Service. Dr. John Kane,
vice president of Student Affairs,
said the Health Service is having
problems meeting the rising
medical costs.
"Health Service has not had an
increase in three years," said Kane.
"It has been operating off of a
reserve fund."
Kane said that in 1982 the
Health service spent $8,400 on
medication and only took in $2000
from students. Under the new
proposal, students will have to pay
a "users fee," which means
students will be charged for what
service they receive.
Presently, the Health Service
offers 19 different medications free
of charge. This includes cough
syrups, aspirin, ointments, and
allergy injections. However,
according to the proposal, students
will have to pay a fee for these
items. The committee also
increase in
proposed an
prescription drugs and laboratory
tests. Kane said that the increase

is expected to bring in at least
$3000.
Mike
member
Committee
Mueller, said, "Even with an
increase in medication prices,
students are still getting a better
deal if they were to go to a clinic."
Kane says that it costs about
$17.50 to see a doctor in Winona,
and this charge doesn't cover the
cost of medication.
The committee also proposed a
$2 increase per credit in student
activity fees. At present, students
are required to pay $4.30 a credit.
Under the proposal, students will
be required to pay $6.30 a credit.
This will also raise the maximum
fee from $54.60 to $58.60 per
quarter. The committee projects to
gain $64,182 from this proposed
increase in student activity fees.
Included in the proposal, is an
increase in the check cashing fee.
Students are now charged a 10 cent
fee on checks cashed in the Union. If
the proposal is approved, students
will have to pay 15 cents for every
check that is cashed in the Union.
According to the committee, this
increase will give the Union an
additional $990 for operating costs.
The proposals will go to the
Student Senate for discussion today at 3 p.m. in Purple Room 106
Kryzsko Commons.
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by Jim Riccioli

WSU and its components:

Communicative, administrative
and leadership abilities, plus other
university-related responsibilities
have been established as
qualifications by the State
University Board for candidates
seeking the presidential position at
Winona State.

— Commitment to and under
standing of the centrality of
teaching and scholarship in the
educational process,

the
The
SUB
released
qualifications via an advertisement
in the Chronicle of Higher Education.
The ad invited interested persons
to apply for the position which may
officially become open by April.

GUITARS!

Set-ups, Repairs, Sales, Rentals
Strings and Accessories

In an interview, Helen Popovich
expanded on the 13 qualifications

Lindner music

— Commitment to the role of a
public regional university,
— Commitment to fund raising
and
'university
development
activities,

115 E. 3rd - Plaza East Downtown 454.1500

Finally, the candidate should
preferably have earned a doctorate
or an appropriate terminal degree.

— Commitment to affirmative
action.

Popovich added some additional
suggestions of what the best
candidate should be like.

In the area of communication,
the SUB stated the president
should have:

should adhere to in the interests of

Do you want

— An ability to communicate
ideas and information clearly,
fairly, concisely, and effectively in
written and oral form and informal
settings, and

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES
or

HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS
I

1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses of 154 corporations,
41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with openings for summer employment
$5.00
or internships. Order now. Publication date February 15, 1983.

II

BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION — Proven strategies to increase your score. Many sample questions
from previous exams. 228 pages. $5.00

III

INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON ADMISSION
PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSION
EXAMINATION — This guide will help! It lists schools that accept part-time students,

The SUB also is looking for a
candidate with "a personal style
characterized by integrity and
candor, and who has knowledge of
educational theories, ideas, trends
and resources,"

— Commitment to faculty and
staff development, and to student
growth and development, and a

listed.
The
SUB
included
five
commitments that the president

An ability to provide effective
leadership in a university
operating within a collective
bargaining model was also stated
as a qualification in the ad.

— Sophisticated inter-personal
skills and sensitivities required to
relate to various publics and to
coordinate the functions of the
members of the university
community.
In administration, the SUB
stated the candidate should have:
— Demonstrated competence in
management of fiscal affairs and in
planning, and
— Evidence of increasing
responsible
administrative
experience:

"The president should be the
type of person who has the kind of
vision which enables him or her to
sense the direction in which WSU
can move most productively in the
next quarter century," Popovich
said.

She also added, the president
should "be able to command
respect of the other college
presidents, the Chancellor's office,
and the SUB."
Also, some awareness of the
political situation within the state
will help, she said, and the
president should try and work in
this political context.
Applications are currently being
examined by presidential search
committee members, as all
candidates must have applied by
Monday.

C + students, those without accounting and the very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95. $7.00

IV

BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION
TEST (Multistate Bar Examination) — Written by an attorney. Actual questions from
past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. $7.00

V

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS — The
$10.00

best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages.

VI

THE TERM PAPER KIT — 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology.
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A— or A
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State University.
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit,
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional
purposes only. Order the kit and see what top students do to get high grades.
$10.00
University Research Services
Department 28

Mail your order to:

P.O. Box 7739
Phoenix, Arizona 85011

Check out our Penny Pincher Pitcher
Prices on Mons. & Tues.

Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional
to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing
charges.
Send me items

I

II

III

IV

VI

V

Price of books

Name

Postage

Address
City

(Circle your choice)

State

Zip

,

Total

66 Center
1/2Block E. of Cine 4
(507)454-4414
Winona, MN
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One Chamber focus,the college
by Lori Campbell
Creating jobs
for
college
students is not one of the goals the
Winona Chamber of Commerce has
worked its hardest at, but through
the accomplishment of some of its
.other goals, the Chamber may
create some part-time jobs
exclusively for college students.
According to Bob Bone,
president of the Chamber, "Effort
has been put into purposely
creating jobs."
For example, Bone is hopeful
that the Wilkie project which is
expected to be completed by the
end of 1983, will provide some job
opportunities.
When finished, the Wilkie will
house a museum, restaurants,
convention center and meeting
rooms, which will create
employment opportunities, mainly
for college students. These
opportunities will come exclusively
in the form of internships,
according to Bone.
Another Chamber goal for the
year in relation to the university is
to continue working closely with
both the community and the
university in order to make
available experiences of practical
lab internships.
"I think we have been creative
and innovative," Bone said, about
getting the community to provide
internship opportunities for
college students.

Bone was encouraged by the
response the Chamber received
when working to get programs
changed to accommodate practical
lab internships, he said.
Another area the Chamber will
focus on involves the interaction of
the college and the community.
According to Bone, "Winona
State has an obligation to the
community to provide education,
while the community has an
obligation to Winona State to
provide the facilities to help
attract the students."
In issues like this, the Chamber
finds itself wrapped up in various
legislative issues, according to
Bone.

Raising the drinking age would
be a determent to Winona in that
many students might move down
the river to LaCrosse to complete
their education and keep their
right to drink legally, according to
Bone.
The anticipated decline in
enrollment caused by the raising of
the drinking age might cause WSU
to be unable to fulfill its obligation
to the community.

so

452.4307

"Special of the Week"
GONDOLA
and FRIES

attdiseate.
stoke•

OnlyAl s$
0 2 65 0

Remember 50
Pitchers Are Back!
Give the gift
of love.
American Heart
Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Dine In Only
Offer Good 4.8 p.m. Daily
Expires Feb. 16, 1983

FREE

Delivery To WSU Campus

452.1234

529

Huff

Leather Ski Gloves & Mittens
Fiberfill &
Thinsulate°
Lined

Kris Welsh, a Winona State
senior majoring in business
administration has been presented
with the Wall Street Journal
Student Achievement Award of
1983.
"The faculty looks at all the
students in the Business
department," Welsh said, "It's a
great honor to be recognized by the
faculty."

Welsh ranked first in the field of
23 nominees, each of whom have a
cumulative grade point average of
3.0 or above.

Bone would like to see crosscountry skiing and snowmobile
trails added to the city, and old
railroad cars brought into the
downtown district in order to
convert them into boutiques, shops
and restaurants.

64 1/2 W. 5th

Removing parking meters from
the downtown business district and

by Michael Antolik

Welsh is president of the WSU
Chapter of the Society for
Advanced Management and a
member of the Student Advisory
Board for the Dean of Business and
Industry.

Once major goals, such as the
completion of the Wilkie, have
been reached, Bone has what the
chamber calls its "laundry list" of
things it'd like to accomplish.

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

For example, Bone says the
Chamber feels it must lobby
against the raising of the drinking
age of Minnesota.

WSU senior wins
Journal award

Welsh received the award the
Educational Service Bureau of
Dow Jones has awarded since 1948,
with the idea of recognizing
students with -high academic
achievement who display evidence
of leadership in the world of
business.

fill vacant buildings are also on the
Chamber's list of goals.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

Values From
$ 21 5° - $43 5 °
Kris Welsh
Dr. Joseph Foegan, Business
Administration department, said
the only criteria in making the
award available at Winona State is
that the Wall Street Journal must
be used in class as a teaching aid.
The faculty must then go through a
selective process to choose a
recipient.
,

OUR PRICES
$ 2400
$ 1 2"
Winona Glove Co.
FACTORY OUTLET STORE

The Department of Business
Administration and Economis has
presented the award to top
outstanding students for over 10
years.

416 East Second Street — Winona
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Walkijogathon fundraiser

Rumors? So what

Administration
should do
something anyway
Rumors have been floating around Winona State the past few weeks
concerning the number of "rapes" and/or "assaults" on the WSU
campus.
The number of attacks passed on in these rumors have ranged from
six to nine "rapes" and/or "assaults" since the resumption of classes
Jan. 3.
But now the administration has stepped in to squelch, or at least
attempted to squelch the rumors.
The administration checked with the local hospital and law
enforcement authorities and have not found any evidence of any
campus related "rapes" or "assaults." The administration claims to
have "traced" the rumors back to the source.
But what if the rumors were (they still might be) true and there had
been the six to nine attacks. What would the administration do to
prevent future attacks? Or rather what is the administration going to
do to prevent future attacks?
For starters, let's see better lighting around campus, especially in
the area between Phelps and Somsen Halls also known as "Rape Row."
This area only has four lights, and these are attached to the
buildings and don't illuminate the walkway enough, thus leaving many
hiding places for the attacker(s).
This lighting situation occurs all over campus including the open
courtyard area by Kryzsko Commons.
It's been said, by a member of the administration that there haven't
been any rapes on campus since he got here 13 years ago. But that has
got to be a little off-the-wall, especially when in 1981 alone 51 collegeaged women were sexually assualted every year for the last 13 years
that would be 663 sexual assualts and the odds are that at least one of
those would have to have happened on the WSU campus.
While WSU does need to make the campus more accessable to the
handicapped student by installing elevators and ramps and needs to
save on the heating bill by installing new windows and insulation. The
administration also needs to, and should, take care of those who might
be permanently mentally handicapped by sexual assualt because the
administration didn't put a few lights on the subject and just brushed
off the rumors as rumors.
L.D.
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To the Editor:

sponsors.

I received the following letter in
response to the Jan. 26 article
"SAFC Wrestling with Budget
Problem." While the solution given
in this letter does little to help the
overall problem that the ad hoc
SAFC has to deal with, Dr.
Wendall Jahnke's proposal would
be of great help to campus clubs in
their search for money, and I would
encourage clubs to contact Dr.
Jahnke.
Dr. Jahnke's letter as follows:

If your club is interested in
finding out more about
participation in this event just
return the bottom portion of this
page to me by Feb. 11. I will set up

The headlines in the last
Winonan outlined the problems
SAFC and you as campus clubs are
having in obtaining enough funds
to have a good activity program for
your organization. Almost every
week I visit with students wanting
permission to do .a bake sale, have
a raffle or whatever to raise funds.
In this letter you will find the
answer to your problems in fund
raising with one simple event —
have your club members
participate in our second annual
Warrior Club walk/jogathon
scheduled for April 30 this year.
The purpose of the event is to raise
scholarship funds and help recruit
athletes to WSU which I'm sure
you agree is needed.
In addition, however, if your
club wants to participate we will
split the proceeds 50/50 with you of
any funds you receive. Last year
only three clubs took me up on my
offer and as an example with only 3
participants, IVCF earned $224
and got a check from us for $112 for
their treasury! And you don't have
to be a jogger — just be able to
walk or jog for one hour to help
earn funds for your club.
The best part is we handle all
the correspondence, mailing,
billing, scheduling etc. — all we
ask is an hour from each
participant on April 30 and the
time it takes to fill out addresses
on 20 forms to be sent out to

Registrar not
responsible
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to Kara
Vangen's editorial of Feb. 2
(Communicate Please). Kara stated
she was frustrated by the fact that
the Registrar's Office doesn't give
out enough information to students
on different procedures, etc. In
particular, she mentioned that the
Regiarar's Office doesn't inform
students well enough about PreRegistration Tuition and Fee
Payment and how her classes were
dropped by the Registrar's Office
because she didn't pay her tuition.
I can understand her frustration
of having to go and re-register for
her courses but now I hope she will
understand our frustration when
Continued on Page 5

an orientation meeting for all clubs
interested in participating later in
February after hearing back from
you.
Michael D. Mueller
Student Senate Treasurer

Library closing
causes problems
To the Editor:
I found more disastrous than the
snow of Feb. 2, the fact that the
library was closed down at 2 p.m. in
the afternoon. That unpredictable
closing of the library meant that I
was unable to complete some
research on which I was working.
While I suppose I cannot be too
harsh on whomever saw fit to close
the library nine hours early that
day, I would like to make a
suggestion.

What I suggest is that during
finals week, those hours that the
library was closed be made up,
lengthening the library hours on
those certain days.
What hours and what days can
be left to the discretion of
whomever is in charge of such
things. I just think we deserve
those hours in which to make use of
the library.
Catherine M. Schuler

Commentary
by Joyce Mffens
In 1982, President Reagan made it tough for students from low
income families to get financial aid. In 1983, President Reagan will
make it a littler tougher for this same class by denying financial aid to
males who have not registered for the draft.
Millions of draft-eligible males will be applying for financial aid next
year. They will be required to sign a statement saying they have
registered with the selective service.
The Minnesota Public Interest Research Group tried challenging
this law. It argued that, 1. It is unconstitutional for Congress to
assume a judicial role; 2. The law denies students equal protection by
discriminating on the basis of sex, age, and wealth; and 3. It violates
the privacy act, which places limits on the sharing of information
among federal agencies.
Dave Durenberger was the only U.S. senator to speak against the
bill. He argued this law puts the burden of proof on male students who
apply for financial aid, rather than on the government. Furthermore,
the Senator said it draws a line between "a common . class of
lawbreakers" by punishing only those who apply for financial aid.
This law is forcing the financial directors to do the government's job.
It is making policemen out of school officials. That could play on the
conscience of a student and deter him from attending school.
Robert Lietzau, director of Financial Aid at WSU, said he fears his
office will be stuck with verifying whether a male is registered. He
feels that will be a very undesirable job.
Males between 18 to 23 who do not register for the draft could be
convicted of a felony, punishable by a $10,000 fine and/or a five year
prison term.
Therefore, the college male who applies for financial aid could be in
double jeopardy for not registering.
Only less wealthier students will be affected. In 1982, President
Reagan cut back on financial aid. This draft registration law is just one
more handicap to students from low income families to get a good
educaiton.
The bottom line is that students who want help from the
government to get an education must first do their patriotic duty by
signing on the dotted line.
Males who fall between the suggested age range should be required
to register for the draft. Using punitive educational means to enforce
this should be reconsidered. It not only is discriminatory, it has no
place in the educational institution.
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Around

Continued from Page 4

the World

she writes an article stating the
Registrar's Office dropped her
fact the
classes, when in
Registrar's Office is not
responsible for dropping students
out of their classes.

by Visa Jinadu
More than 100 countries recently signed the Law of the Sea treaty,
but despite nine years of hard negotiation over key issues this
important global convention was rejected by the United States and
some of its allies. Unless the U.S. and other Western nations agree to
abide by its provisions, the treaty is useless. The absence of one
superpower from the treaty would make the international agreement
futile.
Theoretically, the Law of the Sea treaty settles the question of who
owns the seas and affects almost every aspect of maritime life —
commercial, economic, military, and legal. It provides ships the right of
passage through straits, bays, and waterways. It permits every
country a territorial zone of twelve miles and an economic zone of 2.00
miles. It also settles questions regarding fishing rights and the
continental shelves.
The Third World nations that doggedly and optimistically pursued
the treaty cannot expect satisfactory results unless the U.S. and it
allies agree to sign during the next two years, the period allowed for
that purpose. The point of contention is ideological. President Reagan
claims that a clause in the treaty jeopardizes free enterprises.
The controversial clause declares the raw materials of the sea bed
and international waters as a "common heritage of mankind" and puts
financial restrictions on the amounts that individual countries can
mine. Third World countries believe that this is a necessary
precaution against exploitation by the rich countries and their firms.
It is obvious that the powers behind the U.S. decision to abstain
from signing the treaty are the multinational corporations. They
appear to have immense politial power over the present leadership in
Washington. The U.S. is also wary about the provisions in the treaty
concerning the transfer of technology to developing nations. It is .
apparent that the industralized nations are using double standards in
the North-South relations. Economic colonialism is hardly a thing of
the past.
In a world afflicted with a multitude of economic crises, the wealth
beneath the ocean is admittedly viewed with deep desire by all
interested parties. Those who have the capabilities of reaching to the
depths of the oceans with sophisticated technology will not hesitate to
take the lion's share of the minerals that lie below. These valuable
minerals include manganek, cobalt, nickel, and copper. Only a
privileged few countries have the technology to obtain them.
About a year ago the U.S. passed a law that allowed commercial
exploitation of the seabed. This was a violation of a tacit agreement at
the Law of the Sea convention which provided that no country should
take unilateral action until the treaty was finalized. Reagan argued
that it was vital to save the mining industry from collapse.
But unilateral action by the U.S. could encourage other nations to
throw the treaty out of the window. Private corporations will be the
first to move underwater with their "computerized sharks." The losers
will once again be the impoverished Third World nations.
Already the U.S. and its allies are seriously considering a rival
treaty, supported by five major corporations engaged in seabed
mining. Most of these first are now engaged in oil exploration and deal
with aerospace and metals. They are .the 21st century's colonial overlords. Most observers believe that the so-called mini-treaty will take
the issue to the International Court of Jusitce.
The U.S. cannot afford to wait in isolation or try to challenge this
international treaty with its own pirate treaty. The world has come a
long way since the colonial era when sea belonged to the maritime
powers. The U.S. and its allies should let.reasonable judgment prevail
and sign the treaty. That would facilitate the all-important NorthSouth dialogue.

It is the responsibility of the
Business Office to set up the dates
for Pre-Registration Tuition and
Fee Payment and inform students
about fee payment. The Business
Office has handouts printed which
give information about tuition and
fee payment for the courses you
pre-registered for. This handout is
given to 'students along with their
pre-registration materials. One of
the problems we have is the fact
that some students do not take the
time to read these instructions.
I, myself have made posters and
put them up in the pre-registration
area and other areas stating when
tuition and fee payment are. Preregistration tuition and fee
payment instructions are posted in
the smog and are sent to the dorms
to be posted. Announcements are
made periodically in the smog
during the days that tuition and
fee payments are being taken; The
Business Office has instructions
printed in the Winonan prior to fee
payment. Information is posted
and given out. If students do not
pay their tuition or have payment
deferred because they are on
financial aid on the dates specified
the Business Office then drops the
classes of those students.
If a student's name does not
appear on the class list he should
report to the Registrar's Office
immediately to find out why his
name is not on the list. The
Registrar's Office does in fact have
the unhappy task of telling
students whose names do not
appear on the class lists and who
did not pay their tuition or have
payment deferred that their
classes were dropped and they will
have to re-register.
As was stated in Kara's letter,
the Registrar's Office cannot be
responsible for every student at
WSU as we have over 5,000
students. The' Registrar's Office
has a very heavy work load, more
than some people realize, and we
try to do the best job we can.
Information is printed in the
catalog as well as in the front of the
class schedule booklets. If students
are uncertain of something all they
have to do is ask and we will try
and answer their questions or refer
them to someone who knows the
answer. All we ask is that the
students try and be a little
responsible.
Julie Sammann
Registrar's Office

Give the gift
of love.

if

‘44

American Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

P.S.
Spring
Quarter
PreRegistration Tuition and Fee
Payment is February 16 and 17 in
the Cinema Room.

Spotlight
K.E.S.
Would the discontinuation of reciprocity
affect the number of new students coming
to W.S.U.?
Acting President Dr. Helen
Popovich.
"Yes, I think to end
reciprocity would affect the
number of out-of-state students
coming into Minnesota. One of
the considerations that students
always have is how much is it
going to cost to go to school. If
the cost of attending a
Minnesota institutuion is higher
than the cost of attending a
Wisconsin institution, or, on the
other side of the state, a North
Dakota institution, then some students from those states are likely to
stay in those states. On the other hand, students in Minnesota who are
now attending institutions in one of the states that we have reciprocity
may decide to stay in Minnesota, again for financial reasons. So I think
it would affect students in all three states. In terms of what affect it
would have on our total enrollment, I wouldn't be able to predict that.
There are more students going from Minnesota to Wisconsin than
there are.coming the other way, but I would have no way in predicting
how many would still cross the border, and how many would stay in
Minnesota."
James Mootz, Director of
Admissions
"First of all, when you're
talking about reciprocity, you're
talking about Wisconsin and
North and South Dakota. So you
can't say it will affect all of the
non-residents, only the ones from
those three states. It will not
affect our enrollment from
Illinois or Iowa however. It
would very definitely affect the
other three states. There are ten North Dakota students and eight
South Dakota students at Winona State, they probably would not
have considered coming to Winona if we didn't have reciprocity agreements. Some of those students might be coming here for a particular
program. For example, if you're from North Dakota and you want to be
a paralegal major, the closest one in the upper. Midwest is Winona, so
they will probably come anyhow. The Wisconsin student enrollment,
about 620, would have a severe decline I think. Some of the new
students from Wisconsin will still come if we have a program that is
not offered in their own state. But I don't see too many Minnesota
students going to Wisconsin because of the much higher cost in going
to a Wisconsin school and paying out-of-state tuition. It just doesn't
make sense. So in terms of students, yes we would lose a number of the
Wisconsin students that would decide not to enter at Winona State,
but I believe that it would be more than made up for by the Minnesota
students that would stay in Minnesota rather than pay out-of-state.
tuition. Right now we have about 500 students on the waiting list for
housing. That probably would increase to almost 900. If they were to
drop reciprocity now this office (admissions) would almost immediately
process about 500 new applications. But what do we have to offer
them? We can admit them, we don't have a enrollment limit. But can
we give them classes? We have enough trouble getting the students
we have the classes they need. I think we could, but there would have
to . be more afternoon and night classes; with all of them having more
students in each class. We can't give them housing and with the
economy we couldn't afford to build more dorms. Many of them would
have to commute if they are in commuting distance or live off-campus,
and by the time this is settled there won't be any time left to apply for
financial aid. So the young people coming in are going to be in a tizzy
on what to do. What . are they suppose to do? Wait. I really feel bad for
the students."
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Stack going

EXPRESSWAY
FOODS

Somsen 's getting the shaft

615 Huff Street
(Open 7 a.m.-12 Midnight - Every day)

Full line of groceries, produce, meats
and health & beauty aids
EXPRESSWAY FOODS

1 This Coupon Good Toward Any Purchase I
Of 6 Pak, 8 Pak, or 12 Pak
1

POP

5Ir Off
Coupon Expires 5.31-83

PAUL CORRIGAN .

by Judy Becker

Add• a•Pearl
says
"Be my
Valentine"

Work began two weeks ago on
the removal of the 195 foot Somsen
Hall smoke stack to make room for
an elevator to be installed.
According to John Burros, director
of Facilities Management, the
primary reason for construction of
the elevator is to provide "verticle
access for the handicapped in
Somsen."
The administration has been
thinking about building an elevator
in Somsen for years, said Burros.
The final decision came this

summer when part of the
deteriorating stack crumbled to
the roof of Somsen.
Contractors of the project have
estimated that it will take 180 days
to complete. The stack will be
disassembled by drilling holes into
the concrete and inserting
expandable jaws, Burros said. The
jaws will open and crumble the
surrounding concrete, which will
then be pushed into the stack and
hauled from the bottom floor.
The new elevator will serve two
needs at once, Burros said. It will

eliminate the decaying stack and
provide a better way for the
handicapped to get around in
Somsen Hall.
The idea to combine the two jobs
came from an architect who offered
the least costly alternative to
installing an elevator while tearing
down the stack.

The practical aspect of the
project is the elimination of the
need for floor holes for the elevator
shaft, they've already been
provided by the shape of the stack.

GI Bill benefits extended
"underor
Unemployed
employed" Minnesota veterans
may be eligible for an extension of
their GI bill benefits, the Veterans
Administration announced
recently.
Bob Nooner Jr., director of the
St. Paul VA Regional Office/
Insurance Center at Fort Snelling,
said legislation provides for an
extension of the 10-year education
eligibility period for certain
Vietnam-era veterans who may

wish to pursue further vocational
training.
He said Public Law 97-306
passed by Congress last year calls
for an increase of certain education
benefit time limits to Dec. 31, 1984.
The basic eligibility
requirement is that a veteran be
unemployed or under-employed for
six months or more and that "some
type of vocational training is
required to obtain a reasonably
stable employment situation
consistent with his or her aptitudes

and abilities," he said.
Nooner said the extension for
occupational, apprenticeship and
on-the-job training may not
normally exceed the applicants'
unused entitlement. The extension
period for benefits is retroactive to
Jan. 1, 1982, and ends on Dec. 31,
1984.
(Ed. Note: Veterans in the
Winona area should contact the
WSU VA office at (507) 457-2025 or
Rochester VA office at (507) 2885888 for further details.)

v'VV V V V VVVV VV VVVVVVVV VVVV VV VVV V V VVVV
The Genuine Oriental Add-a-pearl Necklace says
"I love you" over and over again. When you give her a
Starter Necklace of one or more naturally formed pearls on
a 16" 14K gold chain. And each time you add on pearls, •
her exquisite necklace grows in beauty and value.

Downtown Plaza Square
452-8305

A Valentine's Day Gift becomes a
treasured keepsake and a
constant reminder of your love.

We hope you will find something to make
saying "I Love You" just a little more special.
Bring in this ad and receive

fewelers

Since 1862

20% Off Purchase
Expires February 14, 1983

77 Plaza East

41

ttilleetaoAttAttathattaetikeat&

Phone 452-8305
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Mueller: More to him than money
by June Wodele
When Mike Mueller came to
Winona State he had a list of things
he wanted to accomplish; when he
became Student Senate treasurer
he scratched the last item off the
list.
"I wanted to get into something
constructive, and the Senate
allows that. It gives me a chance to
express myself and the ideas I
have," Mueller says.
He said he wanted to be more
outgoing in college than he had
been in high school, and that in an
indirect way the Senate helped him
do that.
It was the Senate involvement,
he said, along with becoming a
member of fraternity Alpha Kappa
Lambda that inspired and required
him to meet more people.

problems.
Senate
members
questioned
about •
Mueller's
reliability and attitude agree he's
an easy person to get along with
and that he's fair to the students.
Libbie Kershaw, a three-yearSenate member, pointed out that it
was Mueller who decided to give
students their book exchange
money even if they came after the
date posted.
Rita
Lewis,
Senate
vice
president,
also
mentioned
Mueller's ability to work
effectively with the budget.
Mueller credits that in part to
working on the Student Activity
Fund Committee.
His original plan for the
committee was to set up a file so

that when it came time to allot the
spring budget to clubs the
committee could pull out a file to
see what the club had done with
previous budget money, then, after
looking at the file, decide where to
put money.

At 21 Mueller's dreams have just
begun to unfold. The Senate, he
said, has been a good experience,
but next year he hopes to have
more time for himself to do some of
the things he's missed. He is
unsure what his involvement in the
Senate will be.

,

won

(VaVentim
With Cut Flowers,
Roses, Carnations, Daisies, Etc.
at

"There is pressure. The first
year it was really a challenge, but
as for as the pressure, I'm the type
of person who puts mre pressure
on himself than anyone else does,"
he said.
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For over $5.00
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ALF,RT
$5.99 LARGE!
pizza, thin crust or pan style, with any one
ingredient you choose plus mounds of
100% natural mozarella cheese.
As always, a FREE QUART of POP
with on-campus deliveries.

Limit 1 per order, void with any other offer. Expires 2-16-83

r;AM811',/' S ILL/1n
2nd

(Sc

Johnson — Downtown
cross from the M.Q.

FAST HOT DELIVERY
CALL NOW!
- - 454-3403 452-9922
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ALAN BATES
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JOHN SMITH
HANS MAYER
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', BERT YOUNG...sorry

WHENCOMEDYWASKING

HIGH ENERGY DUO

ALAN BATES
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LAUREL & HARDY
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The Fun Place
to Eat and Brink
66741 LOT FO? YOUR APPET/75 4N0
/44,46/A/AT/0/t/ AT 7775 GROC/NDROUND

Cold frosty beer by the pitcher or mug. From '/z
lb hamburgers to sizzling steaks. Fish Fry
Wednesdays and Fridays. Easy Prices. Live
entertainment.

When you're hungry for good food
and thirsty for a good time

69 West Third Street on the Plaza

Just mention this ad, and
for just $5.99 plus tax you can get a large
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BOB & CAROL
& TED & ALICE

Green Thumbs Two

Discussing other Student Senate
members, Mueller voices no
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TUES. NIGHTS $1.50
FRI. 11 .

ALL MU CN1 EAT

While other student leaders
feelings of
have mentioned
pressure from their offices,
Mueller admits it's there, but he
doesn't let it get the best of him.

•
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11(12111ENING
MOON

8:00 PM

Though he would still like to see
a file developed he said it's to late
for it this year. Instead, he
encourages people on the
committees to go to as many
student activities as possible.
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JOSTEN'S COLLEGE RINGS
AVAILABLE DAILY AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
COMPANY REP ON CAMPUS MARCH 7 & 8
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EYEWEAR

Campus Shorts
Spring Budget Hearings

The seminar will be conducted
from 7-10 p.m. in the Purple Room,
Kryzsko Commons. The program is
co-sponsored by the Winona State
Flying Club.

Spring budget hearings will be
held for clubs wishing Student
Activity Funds on March 17 & 18.
Budget forms may be picked up in
the Student Senate Office.
Completed budget forms must be
submitted to the Senate office by
March 11.
Sexual Harrassment Program
The Counseling Center is
sponsoring an informational
program for students entitled
"Sexual Harassment, What is it?
What can you do about it?" The
program is scheduled for 3 p.m. on
Feb. 16 in the Recital Hall of the
Performing Arts Center. The
program features the film,
Workplace Hustle, as well as a
discussion period led by Chuck
Bentley and Libbie Schumacher of
the Counseling Center. All
are
interested
students
encouraged to attend.

.

Advance registration is not
necessary. There is no charge for
the seminar.
Jazz Concert
The Winona State Jazz I, under
the directon of Dr. Lee A. Mendyk,
will present a concert on Feb. 11 at
8 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center.
Charts to be performed by Jazz I
are "Pickles" by Steve Wright, a
Twin Cities trumpet player and
composer; "Basic Blues," Chuck
Dollens; "Freckle Face" and "A
Warm Breeze" written by Sammy
Nestico for the Count Basie Band;
"Come Rain or Come Shine" and
"Alone Again, Naturally," from
Woody Herman's big band;

Pool Tournament
Anheuser-Busch will sponsor a
Tri-College 8-ball pool tournament
Feb. 12 at 1 p.m. at Bob's Billiards,
123 Johnson St. There is a $1.50
entry fee, and trophies and prizes
will be awarded. Sign up at the
Student Union Desk or contact
Steve Rosenberg at 452-2889.

"MacArthur Park," Maynard
Ferguson; "Don't Get Around
Much Anymore," Duke Ellington;
and "This Bass was Made for
Walkin' " by Thad Jones completes
the Jazz I portion of the program.
The Rush Street Ramblers, a
student group directed by junior
music major, Rob Krueger, will
present his arrangements of old
time favorites — such as "Maple
Leaf Rag," "Laura," and "Ain't
Misbehavin'." The members of the
Rush Street Ramblers include
Greg Abbott, trumpet; Jean
Hager, clarinet, Becky Justin,
trombone; Steve Kulas, drums;
Ann Rendahl, piano; Kevin Ryan,
tuba; and Krueger, alto
saxophone, arranger and
conductor.
The public is cordially invited
and there is an admission charge of
$1.50 for adults and 50 cents for
students.

Sele cte
Children's

WESTGATE OPTICAL
- (Behind Country Kitchen)
1600 W. Gilmore Ave. Winona, MN. 55987
454-5384
office hours

Examination Fee Extra

ood times o

CINE 4

Starts Friday (PG)

The Rollingstones
Let's Spend The
Night Together
Dolby Stereo

Starts Friday (PG)
Peter Sellers

Trail Of The
Pink Panther

Dudley Moore
Mary Tyler Moore

Six Weeks

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale; It's the two-fisted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152
Name

Specify quantity

Late Show Fri. & Sat.
12:00 Midnight (X)

Fox Trot

Admission $3.00

(Flew. Pnnt)

Address_
City

Zip

State
Amount enclosed $

Offer expires January 31, 1984. No purchase necessary.
New York residents add 8.25 0/0 sales tax.
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment.

Daily 9-5
Sat. 9-12
- fm-J
r=J f=.11r.--Jr.=-

2nd and Main 452.4172

Starts Friday (PG)

U
U

$10.00rarhes

Thursday College Night 51.75
With Valid Local 1.D.

4th Week

U
U
U
U

"You'll LOVE these prices"

CARISCH THEATERS

Held Over (PG)

1.1

U

Pilot Safety Seminar
A pilot safety seminar will be
offered to the public Feb. 15 by the
Minnesota Department of
Transportation
Aeronautics
Division.

The Man From
Snowy River

_J

WINC14

Seagram's

®1982 SEAGRAM DIST1LLF_RS CO., N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF "Seven-Up" and "711P" are trademarks of the Seven Up Company.

U
U
U
U
U
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Students show directing talent
by Barbara Ley
This year Dan Munson, John
Blondell, Jane Burke and Kurt
Angell will display their directing
abilities in winter one-acts this
month.
Munson, a Winona native, will be
directing the only serious play of
the four. "The World Tipped Over
and Laying on its Side" is a drama
by Mary Feldhaus-Weber, a
playwright out of St. Paul.
Munson explained that the play
is about death, the searching of
souls and when it is the right time
to die.
"The unique problem with doing
this one-act is the fact that the
blocking has to fit an 'in the round'
stage setting," Munson said. "We
have to disregard everything that
we were taught in directing class
about the procenium stage — very
difficult for an inexpeienced
student director."
This is Munson's fourth year as a
theatre and English major and his
first attempt at directing a WSU
production.

"Whispers of America," a chamber dance ensemble, performs today at
1 p.m. in the PAC. Shown above are artistic director Margaret
Fargnoli and former member Will Swanson.

Blondell is from Lake City. He is
in his fifth year at WSU as a
theatre major and is president of
the Wenonah Players.
is
Blondell
doing
"Old
Explorers," a comedy by Jim Cada
and Mark Keller, playwrights from
Minneapolis.
This is Blondell's second effort at

directing a one-act. Last year he family whose son died in Vietnam.
presented "Minnesota Moon."
Even though it is a comedy,
He said, " 'Old Explorers' there are a lot of serious overtones,
involves two old men who feel that according to Angell.
all they have to live for anymore is
"I feel it's the job of the director
to come together about once a
week and role play being old to bring out those comedy
explorers in search of mythical elements as well as the serious
elements," lie said. "It's one thing
places or people."
if the audience laughs, but to
The biggest problem Blondell make them cry in between the
has run into has been getting 20- laughter is another. I hope the
year-old students to become 70- audience will identify with what
year-old believable characters that I'm trying to accomplish." .
are not caricatures of old men.
Angell, from Prescott, Wis., has
Burke will present "Porch," a been at WSU for four years. He is
tragic-comedy by Jeffrey Sweet.
working on a major in both theatre
and mass communications. This is
The
play
involves
three his first directing assignment.
characters: A woman returning
home after eleven years to reThe one-acts are running six
acquaint herself with her father nights over seven days (Feb. 17 is
and an old lover.
an open date because the Guthrie
will be performing "Tally's Folly").
Burke said, "I've had a problem
with blocking because this show is
They will be presented at 8 p.m.
best suited for a thrust stage, and Feb. 15, 16 and 18-21 in the
this set is in the round. Because of Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre at
the shape of the stage it was hard WSU's Performing Arts Center.
to come up with a floor plan that I
felt worked."
"Porch" and "Bringing It All
Back Home" are playing the 15, 18
From Palatine, Ill., Burke is in and 20. "Old Explorers" and "The
her sixth year here as a theatre World Tipped Over and Laying on
major. "Porch" is her second its Side" will be seen on the 16, 19
attempt at directing. She directed and 21.
a one-act called "Mimosa Pudica"
two years ago at WSU.
Tickets go on sale at the PAC's
box office Feb. 8 on a first come,
Angell will be directing a cast of first serve basis. Admission is $1
seven in "Bringing It All Back for students, faculty, staff and
Home," a satirical-comedy by senior citizens, $2 for the general
Terence McNally. It is a 60's satire public.
revolving around the reactions of a

It was a
dog-day
afternoon

A sad-looking Saint Bernard gives a touching look to his audience.
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A
Restaurant & Lounge
Corner 3rd & Johnson

Thursday Night
Tacos 3 for $l"
5:00- 7:00p.m.
Margaritas on
Special All Night

454.6939

P.S. Remember Tap
Special Tues. Night 5-Closing

KQAL searching for students
interested in pursuing radio career
by Scott Arnold
KQAL General Manager Ajit
Daniel is looking for people who
are interested in pursuing a radio
career, and are willing to work.
Several department heads at the
station will graduate this spring,
including Music Director Greg
Garmon, Personnel Director Larry
Brown, and Sports Director Mark
Didtler.
The sports department will be
particularly hard hit because,
besides Didtler, it will lose two
reporters, Bill Evenson and Mitch
Olson, according to Daniel.

HAL HOT
Winona, MN

410 Center St.

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• In By 9 AM Ready 5 PM Next Day •
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size
PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30.PM
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

Daniel said he is concerned about
getting enough people to work at
the station during the summer.
He said the station must
broadcast at least 18 hours every
day, in compliance with FCC
regulations.
"We survive quarter to quarter,"
said Daniel. "A lot depends on how
much money we have."

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

451-1058

He plans to use some available
money to pay people for
completing projects and for
providing incentives for personnel
to stay during breaks.

Personnel Director Larry Brown
said production people are
probably what the station needs
most.
taping
involves
Production
programs and promotions, he said.

There are about four people who
take on the brunt of production
work — and they are falling behind,
according to Brown.
He said there are promos being
aired that give wrong program
times, for instance.

Reasons for this include limited
avail-ability of the production room,
which is also being used as the
newsroom.
A new production room is being
built, but probably won't be
completed until fall, said Brown.

News Director Sam Schuth said
the news department always needs
More people, but he wants people
who will be dedicated and enjoy
the work.
He

doesn't

recruit

too

extensively because he prefers
people who will take initiative and
say, "What can I do first?"

Brown has been talking to
broadcasting classes in an effort to
drum up recruits.

He said working for KQAL is a
"labor of love," and is for people
who are looking for a career in
radio.

According to Schuth, radio work
is "something you can't learn
unless you do it — like iceskating."
Daniel said he is very proud of
most of the students who work for
the station.

He said KQAL is more than just
a campus radio station; it provides
an excellent place to learn and
hone one's abilities, and yet is
competitive with other Winona
stations.
He said KQAL's news show,
"Dateline Winona," is "second to
none" in the area.

KATO LIQUOR STORE

Don't Miss The 3rd Annual

Happy Valentines Day

DBA Valentine's

KATO

Price Massacre

I LIQUORS I

February 10th - 12th at the Choate Building.
Open: 9-9 Thursday, 9-9 Friday, 9-5 Saturday

Don't be held up!
Eleven high caliber merchants

WINES — BEERS — LIQUORS

are dying to shoot you a deal.
HARDT'S MUSIC
MICHAEL'S FOR MEN
RD CONES
SPORTS-IN-STORE
IRON RAIL
GREAT SURPLUS STORE

JANDEE'S
CENTER STAGE
CHECKERBOARD
BOSTWICKS
TED MAIER DRUG

Over 1/4 million dollars worth of
merchandise at murderously low prices!

This is a once a year offer you can't refuse!

Up to 75% off and more!
The Valentine's Price Massacre!
(All violin cases will be searched at the door.)

Enjoy our full service
Concession Stand
featuring: Pop.
Corn, Cotton
Candy, Hot
Dogs,
Doughnuts,
Pop, SnoCones, and
Coffee

LOW PRICES
CornerikP
Broadway & Mankato
Awe'

4544085

Call Us For Our Very Special Valentine Prices

302 MANKATO AVE. WINONA
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High Frequency
Highlighted programming on

INN

James Dean rebels without cause
Film Preview
bu Peter Joria
In The Wild One, when a lady
asks biker Marlon Brando "What

Wednesday

11:30 a.m.
7 p.m.

9 p.m.

Famous Overtures: By Strauss, Mozart.
Performed by Royal Danish Orchestra.
Straight Shooter: With host Don
Salyards, economist, listener call-in
show, 457-2900.
Classic Album Review: Robin Trower,

are you rebelling against?" he
replies, "What have you got?" A
year later, James Dean's rebel was
still without a cause but now was
living in the suburbs, the son of the
middle-class parents.

11 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
7 p.m.

9 p.m.
Friday

11:30 a.m.
5 p.m.

Saturday

9 p.m.
5 p.m.
9 p.m.

Coffee, Toast and Jazz: Herbie Hancock
Quartet.
Grieg: Featuring Peer Gynt.
Express It: Sam and Vic discuss current
issues on this listener call-in show,
457-2900.
Acetate Review: Softcell, "Art of Falling
Apart."
Featuring the
Norwegian Music:
Netherlands Chamber Orchestra.
Money, Money, Money: Host Mary
Rieder looks on economics from a
consumer point of view.
Specials Lit: Molly Hatchet.
Sportsline: Mark and Bill listen to your
sports viewpoints, 457-2900.
Revolution Rock: Punk Bowl Playoffs,

Devo.
Sunday

5 p.m.
7 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday

11:30 a.m.
9 p.m.
11:30 a.m.
2 p.m.

Sportsline: Mark and Bill with latest
sports information analysis, call 457-2900.
Silly Sundays: Brian and Joe are your
host.
Handels Messiah: By Eugene Ormandy.
Tracking Force: Eric Clapton.
Beethoven: Six early quartets.
Country Funkin: Roy Clark and
Gatemouth Brown.

Rebel will be shown this
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Pasteur
120.

Mid Winter Clearance Sale
Winter coats, jackets & pullovers

Bridge of Sighs
Thursday

adolescent hero of Rebel Without
A Cause is well-suited to this kind
of vulnerability.

Attractive — Warm — Durable
In Rebel Without A Cause,
Dean plays a high-school youth out
of touch with his family and
friends. Natalie Wood is the girl
who tries to reach him, and Sal

Mineo, in one of his first screen
performances, stars as their friend
Plato. (Part of the film's notoriety
is due to the strange, early deaths
of its three stars: Dean at age 24, in
a car crash; Mineo, a stabbing
victim, at 37; and Wood, in her
early 40's a drowning victim.)

With only three major roles,
Dean acquired a screen personality
that, for some, now ranks with
Bogart and Brando. In fact, French
director Francois Truffaut has
written that "Dean's personality is
truer...he contains within himself
all our ambiguity, our duality, our
human weaknesses." The

Save 40

ROCKWELL JACKET on all Farwest Outerwear
Only $ 35 00 Reg. $59.00
SAVE $24.00
Hurry Quantities Are Limited
On Some Styles

Also save on top quality

Saranac

Leather Ski Gloves

$12.59 Reg. $17.95
and only $8.39 Reg. $11.95

Only

T .M .

350 E. Sarnia
454-1116

Sporting Store

BOOKSTOR

;s,

9:30-5:30 Mon.•Fr.
9:00.5:00 Sat.

•
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Dissemination Catch It!
Today through Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Conference Room 7
Kryzsko Commons

Voicewriter
By Paul Burmeister

J

EDUCATORS PROTECTION AGENCY LTD.

EDUCATORS PROTECTION AGENCY LTD.

4940 VIKING DRIVE - SUITE I4-8
MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55435

4940 VIKING DRIVE - SUITE 14-8
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55435

EXCLUSIVE INSURANCE PROTECTION FOR : Name

EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL
: Address
. Personel comprehensive
protection (PCP) for home
and auto in one policy.
. Discounted premiums for
anyone employed in
education.

1
I City
• s Phone(

. Increased protection for
less cost in many cases. S
Savings to 35%.

State
Zip Code

)

William Sandberg,Sales Representative :
711 W 10th St.
s Wabasha,Minnesota 55981
c Telephone:Office 1-800-652-0206
Residence (61a) 565 4060

You always see this of bigger columnists, in bigger papers.
Paul Burmeister is on vacation this week.
After writing what he said was "the worst column I can recall," Paul
said he needed a break and some time off.
A week ago today, when we got all that white stuff, we heard him
thinking aloud about music for snow. Seems he's always talkin' about
music that's good for this or that, and the snow had him pretty fired
up. Evidently, though, his experiences with it produced nothing.
He came in the next day and said that all he could remember was
somebody driving by who was listening to Pablo Cruise. We told him
that might be ironic, and worth writing about, but he said "nah,"
informed us of his aforementioned intentions, and left.
Not that we (Lake excepted) miss him, but we wonder what he's up
to. Maybe he's trying to find an idea for working a great "literary
allusion" into his column. Maybe he's reading through all the old issues
of his favorite music magazine. Somebody said they saw him at KQ,
but that he left because he couldn't find anything new that he knew
anything about. Others say that he is searching his resources for
adjectives to replace "important," "wonderful," "intelligent" and
"disappointing." Word is that he did get tickets for that Neil Young
concert.
Oh, he did leave us an abbreviated review.
A "tour de force" Al Di Meola's new live album is not. Not in any
sense of the word. It is not an unusually skilled or ingenious creation,
production or performance. It is not even merely clever or spectacular.
Yeah, Di Meola is a great guitarist and does some very good things
here, but this has no fire, no passion.
This baby is dead, not "live." And it supports the induction of two
new members into my Ad Nauseam Fusion Band: Jan Hammer on
keyboards and Steve Gadd on drums join Larry. Carlton on guitar.
That's all.

WINTER CARNIVAL SPECIAL

Lee Flap Pocket Corduroys
*
50
X
Reg $2450 N OW
Lee Bibs - Corduroy
Reg. $26.00
Now $18"
Lee Corduroys for Kids
Boys & Girls Size 7-14

* Reg. $15.50-$21.00

HAMWed.
&CHEESE
$1
19
Feb. 9 and Thurs. Feb. 10
FISH &CHIPS $1 35

Now $ 13 50
Lee Corduroy Straight Legs It
Reg. $26.00
For Junior
Now $ 19 50

Fri. Feb. 11

BUCKAROOS 1"
Sat. Feb. 12 and Sun. Feb. 13

Ott

TRY OUR BRAND
OF SAVING

505 Huff St.
Across From WSU

isiba

11 ft kV** .V.A V41

4

etai
%tuote
74 on the Plaza E.
Winona

Next to Ted Maier Drug *
454-6061
********************************
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WINONA STATE U. UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
PRESENTS

SPRING BREAK INDAYTONA BEACH
TRIP INCLUDES
• Round trip motor coach transportation via modern highway
coaches to Daytona Beach, Florida leaving Friday, Feb. 25.

FEB. 25 - MARCH 6, 1983

SIX PER ROOM

$187

Arrangements by
ECHO TRAVEL, INC.
MC152571F

• Seven nights accommodations at the exciting Plaza Hotel of
Daytona Beach. Located at 600 North Atlantic Ave., it is the
most demanded hotel on the strip at that time.
• A truly great schedule of activities including our famous
pool deck parties and belly flop contest.
• Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot, and
several other attractions.

FOUR PER ROOM

$19

• Numerous bar and restaurant discounts.
• The services of full time travel representatives.
• All taxes and gratuities.
• Guaranteed kitchenette or oceanfront available at small
additional charge. (4 per room only).

A QUALITY TRIP A LOW PRICE - A GREAT TIME
-

The Plaza Hotel, located right in the middle of the strip, is definitely the place to be during
spring break. Ask anyone who has been to Daytona. The hotel has a pool, big party deck,
restaurant, four bars, color TV, air conditioned rooms and plenty of activities. Pictures are
available where you sign up. Our motor coaches are nothing but the highest quality highway
coaches. We also give you more extras with our trip than anyone else. Don't blow it and go on a
lower quality trip. LAST YEAR OVER 8,000 PEOPLE ENJOYED THIS TRIP.

SIGN UP NOW AT THE
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL OFFICE
DOWNSTAIRS IN KRYZSKO COMMONS
BETWEEN 9 AM-4 PM
OR CALL BRIAN AT 457-2801
OR CHERYL AT 454-2084

ALL TRIPS MUST BE PAID IN FULL

BY FEBRUARY 14
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Old Man Winter: He
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ust keeps rolling along

Old Man Winter returned again
last week; his snows fell on most of
us, but not all. He came faster than
we expected, and delayed some of
our favorite activities. But through
it all Winona State still remains
until Old Man Winter returns
again.
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KEVIN E. SCHMIDT
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sports
Warrior women snap losing streak
WSU 64
MSU 59
The sign on the wall read, "Let's
take it one game at a time." The
Winona State women's basketball
team did just that Feb. 4 by upsetting Moorhead State 64-59, at
Talbot Gymnasium.
The win was the Warriors' first
in the Northern Sun Conference
and only their third win in their
last 15 games.
Facing a must win situation, the
Warriors reeled off the first 14points at the start of the first half
and held the Dragons in tact for the
first six minutes. But the Dragons
were not ready to quit. Guided by
Becky Ailts and Linda Akason,
Moorhead State tied the game with
two minutes left in the first half.
Winona State answered with
three field goals, two by Julie
Bemis, to end the first half with a
29-23 lead.
The Warriors started the second
half in the same manner. Kris
Kruse hit three field goals and
Bernie Roskop hit another to
expand Winona State's lead to 3727.
Midway through the second half
the Dragons started to warm up.
With the help of some lackluster
play by Winona State, Moorhead
State scored 11 straight points to
bring them within one point of the
Warriors.
Minutes later the Warrior's

STEVEA PPS

by Mike-Parker

Warrior Coach Betty Kelley plans strategy during the Warriors' game against Mankato State with Sue
Miesfeldt and Sue Cubinski. The Warriors' strategy failed against Mankato but worked against Moorhead
and Bemidji.
cap off the Warriors' victory.
Roskop fouled out and the
Cubinski was 12 of 12 from the line.
Warriors were in trouble. But they
held tough and refused to
Winona State Coach Betty
surrender the lead. •
Kelley said the win felt good, and
After trading baskets, Moorhead that her girls finally played as a
by Mike Parker
State finally tied the game with team.
free throws by Ailts and Karen
Winona State's high scorers
After the 64-59 win over
Card.
were Kruse with 17 points and
Moorhead State, Warrior Coach
Winona State took the lead
Cubinski with 12 points. Bemis and
Betty Kelley said her team needed
again with free throws by Bemis Kranz tallied 10 points each and
to win the next two games to
and MaryJo Kranz.
Kritta hit for six points. Also
advance to post-season
Three times in the next minute scoring for Winona State were
competition. In the following
the score was tied.
Roskop and Ann Aalbue with four
night's action at Talbot
Finally, with 1:08 left in the
points each.
Gymnasium the Warriors came one
Moorhead's Ailts lead all scorers game closer to that goal by beating
game, 5-foot-4 Sue Cubinski hit
with 19 points.
eight free throws without a miss to
Bemidji State 64-51.

WSU 64
BSU 51

Neither team took control in the
first half until Winona State finally
found the basket and reeled off
nine unanswered points to put
them ahead by 10.
The second half was a different
story. The Warriors controlled the
tip and Sue Miesfeldt scored a
quick two points. But Bemidji
State controlled the tempo for the
next five minutes as they scored 10
unanswered points to pull within
one.
Mary Jo Kranz finally got the
Warriors back on track a long
range jumper to break the ice.
Winona State then forced a
turnover and Kris Kruse fed
Miesfeldt for an easy layup.
Bemidji State scored again but
Kranz stopped any thought of a
Beaver comeback by hitting
another swisher from the key.
Kelly continued to shuffle
players in and out. The strategy
worked as a balanced scoring
attack resulted in victory.
The Warriors were led by Sue
Cubinski who hit for 15 points (all
in the first half) and Kranz who
tossed 12 second-half points.
• Roskop added 11 points while
Kruse had 10 points for the night.
The victory raised Winona
State's record to 7-14 overall and 28 in the Northern Sun Conference.
The Warriors still need to beat
Southwest State at Marshall Feb.
12 to clinch an NAIA playoff berth.
First Winona State must meet the
University of Minnesota-Morris at
Morris Feb. 11.

Juaire: Dancing his way to the top
by Jeff Brown
Success. Some coaches spend a
lifetime trying to achieve it. Some
never do.
Winona State Gymnastics Coach
Steve Juaire found the ingredients
for success early in his career. The
Brooklyn Center native has led
his team to the AIAW Division II
National Championship in four of
the eight seasons he has coached.

STEVEKEMMERLING

The four successive trips to the
nationals have resulted in a higher
team finish each year.

Warrior Coach Steve Juaire does the two step with Spotters
Manager Ann Heuer.
-

Juaire didn't come to Winona
State for gymnastics, but to play
varsity baseball. Three years later
he became extensively involved in
the athletic training program that
was part of his physical education/
health major.
In Juaire's fifth year everything
came together. He applied for the
vacant gymnastics coaching
position while still attending
classes. He was accepted as
gymnastics coach as well as
women's softball coach.
"I figured I could handle softball

because of my previous baseball
experience," said Juaire.
Juaire was also well equipped to
handle gymnastics because of his
previous personal participation at
Osseo High School and research he
did on coaching techniques used in
gymnastics.
Besides coaching two sports and
attending classes, Juaire did his
student teaching at Winona Senior
High School where he met his
future wife, Charlotte.
"I was at the right place at the
right time," said Juaire.
After
graduation,
Juaire
continued to pursue his education
in the graduate programs at WSU,
the University of Minnesota and at
East Stroudsburg State in
Pennsylvania. He chose East
Stroudsburg State because, "it's
big in gymnastics."

Winona State. Juaire got the job
and became a full-time member of
the Winona State faculty.
Although his physical education
background was an essential
ingredient needed for coaching,
Juaire needed something else:
experience.
Experience in dealing with
athletes, college athletes and
female college athletes. Juaire
explained that these are three
different areas that require three
different approaches.
Having participated for six years
as a high school gymnast, Juaire
was well acquainted with the sport.
But he was not accustomed to
dealing with female athletes and
how to prepare them.
"Experience has allowed me to
understand how to prepare an
athlete," said Juaire.

Preparation deals with the
Juaire obtained his master's
degree in physical education and is environment a coach provides,
currently working on his doctorate according to Juaire.
degree. At about the same time he
got the degree, the director of
Continued on Page 17
intramural position opened up at
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Juaire feels his role as a coach is
more of a facilitator than a coach.
"Providing an environment that
motivates a gymnast is my job. A
coach has to create a positive
environment."
After the first year of coaching
and trying to provide this
environment, Juaire found he
enjoyed it. Success was soon to
follow.
Part of the success that the team
was to realize in the upcoming
years was due to recruiting. A
native of the Twin Cities area,
Juaire had a lot of contacts there.
Juaire decided not to go after
totally developed high school
gymnasts. At Winona State, he
said, "We don't have the money to
attract that calibre of a gymnast."

Part-Time Employment and Internship
Experience has taught Juaire to
see when a trick is too difficult for
the gymnast. "By this point in a
gymnast's career it's already
accepted that if you fall off, you get
right back on. You should not have
to shove a gymnast. If you do then
a gymnast is not ready for that
difficult of a routine."
If it's a technical problem Juaire
takes the gymnast back through
the progression of the routine.
Another trait that experience
has helped Juaire develop over the
past eight years is patience. "My
athletes have told me I've
mellowed over the years."
Even more patience has been
added in the form of an assistant
coach.

"The addition of my brother
Greg as an assistant coach has
been a big help to this year's team.
The girls will be the first ones to
tell you that," said Juaire.

Opportunities Available

rthwri stern

utual Life

The success of the gymnastics
program, the opportunity to coach
his sister and coach with his
brother have been the biggest
thrills of Juaire's coaching career.

Contact NML Office at

(507 ► 452-8750

"The fact that our parents are
able to watch this is very special.
Words cannot describe this," said
Juaire.

Jeffrey D. Thompson
Attorney At Law
521/2 East Third Street
P.O. Box 30068
Winona, MN 55987

With the experience Juaire has
gained over the last eight years,
plus having two returning AllAmericans on this year's team, his
success seems destined to
continue.

454-6530

• General Trial Practice • Immigration Law
• Criminal Defense
• Matrimonial Law

recruited
Instead
Juaire
gymnasts with great potential.
"As a coach I get more
satisfaction by seeing the growth
of a gymnast," said Juaire.
Juaire feels it's this growth that
sets Winona State apart from
other colleges its size. His
gymnasts are able to learn new
stunts each year.
"A single stunt that is added to
a performer's routine takes hours
of practice. Sometimes it's
something that the public doesn't
even notice," said Juaire.
Juaire also feels part of his job as
a coach of an individual sport like
gymnastics is to understand the
personality of each gymnast.

According to Juaire, a gymnast
also needs to have two other
characteristics: commitment and
self-control.
"A little emoti , ,n doesn't hurt at
all, but your success depends on
the ability to control your
emotions."
Because a gymnast has only that
one time to perform, the success/
failure decision is immediate. "In
gymnastics if you screw up
everybody sees you. In team sports
it's less noticeable. You can screw
up in softball seven out of 10 times
and still be a success, but not in
gymnastics," said Juaire.

STEV EK E M M E RLING

"Gymnastics requries something
extra from an athlete, especially
women's gymnastics. A female
gymnast has to dedicate more time
to the sport than to others in order
to maintain weight. A gymnast
cannot afford to gain weight in the
post-season," said Juaire.

Juaire spotting Tracy Harvey during the vault.
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The Best Run With TIGER

Ilse" ALL LEATHER
asKS TIGER
CORSAIR
$ 33 95 With Coupon
.

That's a five dollar savings
With Student I.D.
Good Till 2/16/83

Moosehead, Canada's Premium Beer,
is on the loose in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and robust beer
from the wilderness of Canada.
It's head and antlers above. the rest,.

Because of the program's
success, the team has longer
instead of shorter practices.
"The practices are longer
because more difficult routines
take longer to develop," said
Juaire.
master charge

Riders Wanted

TEXAS
Chuck 452-9664
Spring Break

Head
and
antlers
above
the rest.

Mon.-Thurs.
9-5:30
Fri. 9-9,
Sat. 9-5

SPORTS /

VISA'

WINONA, MINN.
454-4980

217 E. 3rd

• 1•111111tolmimisommimmituommimmool

Moosehead.
Canada's Premium Beer.
ASK FOR MOOSEHEAD
AT YOUR FAVORITE RETAIL OUTLET.
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Men cagers drop another one
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The Winona State men's
basketball team saw its solid 7-4
_
Kitx\e, n 4t start disappear into the darkness
c P 90,
. dlshes
of a moonless night during the
•
7*
.CXC)
* month of January as the Warriors
:Atul1 16:******* suffered through a 10-game losing
streak.
(5?
' ;C,,,

Be a
weetheart
with
Flowers

1

on
Valentines
Day
from

January ended the same way it
started for the Warriors; with a
loss. The Warriors' received a 9465 non-conference setback at the
hands of the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls Jan. 31.
Winona State, coming off two
straight one-point conference
losses to Bemidji and Duluth, fell
behind 51-25 after the first half.
Forward Mike Sir scored a seasonhigh 18 points and Kyle Poock
added 10 points in the losing effort.
The
Warriors
return • to
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference play Feb. 11-12 in
McCown Gymnasium against
Bemidji State and the UM-Duluth.

Flowers & Gifts
Carole J. Knickrehm
I Love You
Kevin E. Schmidt

Downtown at 121 W. 3rd
Next to Zach's

452-5490

hursclay
pecial
Call us.
454-6700
909 W. Fifth St.
Hours:
4:30 - 1:00 Sun. - Thurs.
4:30 - 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Coke/16 oz. cups 49(
Ask about our party
discounts.

Prices do not include tax.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

©1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

MC STANDINGS

-4( by Mark Didtler
4(

Thursday
Only
$5.99!
in
0
Z4
P4
0 P4
0 CI

12" pizza with extra
thick crust; double
cheese, pepperoni and
2 cups of Coke.

Coupon value $2.15.
(Does not include tax).
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2/28/83
Fast, Free Delivery

909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700
® 29764/1940

NIC
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6
1
5
2
4
3
4
3
3
4
5
2

UM-Duluth
Southwest State
UM-Morris
Northern State
Moorhead State
Bemidji State
WINONA STATE

0

6

OVERALL
W L
20
3
15
8
11
10
13
9
7
8

14
14

7

14

Next Week's NIC Games
Moorhead State
Northern State
Bemidji State
Moorhead
Northern State
UM-Duluth

at
at
at
at
at
at

UM-Morris
Southwest State
WINONA STATE
Southwest State
UM-Morris
WINONA STATE

%--REMAINING SCHEDULE Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. 18
Feb. 19
Feb. 25
Feb. 26

Bemidji State
UM-Duluth
Winona State
Winona State
UM-Morris
Southwest State

at
at
at
at
at
at

Winona State
Winona State
Moorhead State
Northern State
Winona State
Winona State

Sportsight
by Jeff Brovm

Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich has entered the game, the
reciprocity game. Perpich's decision to discontinue reciprocity
agreements will not lead to sudden death of college athletics in
Minnesota. In fact it may be the game-saving strategy.
The current agreement with Wisconsin, North Dakota and South
Dakota is benefiting these three states more than Minnesota. Not only
is Minnesota losing money ($14 million over the next two years), but
it's losing far more athletic talent than it is gaining.
The odds of receiving a blue-chip player from the Dakota's are
almost nil because of the limited number of high school teams in the
state. Wisconsin does provide more talent, but this would be offset by
Minnesota players that are currently leaving the state for Badger
territory.
Winona State would initially feel the crunch as one-third of the
current basketball roster hails from Wisconsin. One-fifth of the
baseball team is also from across the border.
Even though these players would not be affected by discontinuing
reciprocity, Warrior teams would feel a slight effect in the next few
years.
This does not mean Winona State and other Minnesota colleges
would not continue to recruit players from these states. If a coach in
Minnesota wants a Wisconsin, North or South Dakota player bad
enough, he or she will offset any difference reciprocity made by
offering that much more in scholarship money.
Without reciprocity more area athletes will probably stay at home.
This will help schools like Moorhead State because it loses far more
athletes to North and South Dakota than it receives in return.
So when it comes down to the last shot, the only athlete that
discontinuing reciprocity will affect is the one who is undecided on
where to attend. Perpich's decision will make the choice easier by
limiting the possibilities.
Proximity does not seem to make a significant difference as Winona

State and Moorhead State will attest to.
Reciprocity was like trading a top player for future considerations.
You never knew what those future considerations were going to be.
Without reciprocity Minnesota colleges will soon find out.
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Gymnasts win LaCrosse Invitational
The Winona State Gymnastics
team took to the road Feb. 6 to
participate in the eight-team
LaCrosse Invitational.
The Warriors were coming off a
record-setting performance a week
earlier. They didn't match the
point total of the previous week,
but did score 135.95 points to
capture first place. This was two
points better than the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
The University of Northern
Illinois came in third with 129.55
points. UW-Madison was the only
NCAA Division I team competing
in the meet.
The Warriors captured four of
the top five all-around spots.
Leading the way for the Warriors
was Silvia Ponce. She finished with
a 34.85 all-around score. Tracy
Harvey was second (34.15) while
Jean Schuler finished fourth with
an all-around score of 33.15.
DeeAnn Lobmeyer rounded out
the top five by taking fifth with
33.10 points.
In individual events Winona
State took the top two spots on the
vault as Harvey turned in a 9.05
score and Schuler accumulated an
8.7 mark.
Ponce captured first on the beam
with an 8.65 total and also finished
first on the bars with a 9.1 mark.
The Warriors dominated the floor
exercise by capturing four of the

top five places. Schuler took first
with a 8.9 score while Ponce came
in second with an 8.8 total and
Harvey's 8.55 total left her in third
place. Lobmeyer rounded out the
Warriors' scoring with an 8.4 mark
for fifth place.

"It was the best meet of the year
on floor for us," said Juaire.
The Warriors return home for a
triangular meet Feb. 12 against
Moorhead State University and
the College of St. Catherine in
McCown Gymnasium.

WANTED:

Riders Wanted

• Typing in my home.
Will type term papers &
Resumes.
452.4262

Go Greyhound to Madison for just
$16.40, Minneapolis for $11.00 and St.
Paul for only $10.85. Convenient campus departures and -return trips. Call
452-3718 for schedules and information.
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10% Off

ALL SHOES
Largest selection of athletic
footwear, running gear, rackets
& balls in the area.

Sports-In-Store
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3rd and Franklin
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454-2442
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SWIM
WEAR
$ 5000ff Womens
Swim Suit
$ 300 o ff
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gh..• • Swim T runks

Sports-In Store
3rd and Franklin

The Warriors Patty McDermott performs her vault at the LaCrosse
Invitational Feb. 5.

For The Thirteenth Straight Year At W.S.U.

DAYTONA BEACH
Spring Break 1983
Walt Disney World - Suntan - Beaches - Parties

(Frontier Trails

I

NOW AVAILABLE

Expires 2.16-83
MI MN NM OM MUM IN Ili MI NM MI In I

27th.
Annual

FEB
10-13
1983

* All accommodations
on the Beach
* Get the most for
your vacation dollar

I
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Our Trip Includes:
* 8 days, 7 nights in
Daytona Beach
* Vacation dates of
Friday, February 25 Sunday, March 6
* All transportation

I
.
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by Joe Baer

* Limited
accommodations
* 1-Day Disney World
option
* Free refreshments
while traveling
* Free daily trip party
in Daytona
* Swim and sun on
"The World's Most
Famous Beach"

Only '159"
CONTACT ANN or JULIE
457-2307
457-2410
O'Conner Travels
Services - Broker's License # MC-154373
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Schedule Of Events
* CROSS COUNTRY SKI RACE - St. Mary's Fieldhouse
10:00 AM. Register at Sports In Store
* WINTER SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT - Lake Park Fields
9 AM to 5 PM. Co-ed tournaments
* ROAD RACE - St. Mary's College Fieldhosue 2 PM
Register at Sports In Store. Awards in Men's and Women's classes.
ABOMINABLE
SNOWMAN RACE - Combination of Ski & Road Races.
*
Register at Sports In Store
* FRISBIE GOLF - Tournament at East Lake Winona Frisbie Golf
Course, 11:00 AM. Freestyle Demonstration at Lake Winona Rink
3:15 PM.
* BEER TENT & CONCESSIONS - Near Lake Race Events
* BATHING SUIT CONTEST - Beer Tent, 4:00, Prizes
* 1/4 BARREL THROW - Beer Tent, 4:30 PM, 1st Prize $50, 2nd Prize $20,
25(D Throw
* SNOWBIRD GOLF CLASSIC - This is a new event. 10-5 PM
* SNOW SCULPTURE - Near Lake Winona, between Franklin and
Main Streets. All day, judging at 3:00 PM. Prizes. Entrants must
be wearing a Winter Carnival Button. 1st Prize $25, 2nd Prize $15.
* BEER TENT & CONCESSIONS - Near Lake Race Events. Beer
Trophy to be awarded at 6:00 PM.
* FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT DOUG DATTA 452-8414.
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6 OAK TICK 'UP
-

COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1,000?
IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME...WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!
Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus.
Your organization could qualify for one of the three
$1,000.00 or three $500.00 cash awards. Winners will

be determined at the -conclusion of the contest. So
remember, make your next pick up a Miller High Life,
Lite or Lowenbrau. Quality pays off in many ways!! Contact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR
MILLER. REPRESENTATIVE DAVE O'CONNOR
IN 113 PRENTISS HALL OR CALL: 457-2448.

DON'T PASS THIS ONE UP!!
1981 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI.

